Cytokines and Cytokine Receptors Involved in the Pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s Disease
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Abstract

Inflammatory mechanisms are implicated in the pathology of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, it is unclear whether inflammatory alterations are a cause or consequence of neurogeneration leading to dementia. Clarifying this issue would provide valuable insight into the early diagnosis and therapeutic management of AD. To address this, we compared the mRNA expression profiles of cytokines in the brains of AD patients with “non-demented subset with AD pathology” and non-demented healthy control (ND) individuals. “Non-demented individuals with AD pathology” are referred to as high pathology control (HPC) individuals that are considered an intermediate subset between AD and ND. HPC represents a transition between normal aging and early stage of AD, and therefore, is useful for determining whether neuroinflammation is a cause or consequence of AD pathology. We observed that immunological conditions that produce cytokines in the HPC brain were more representative of ND than AD. To validate these results, we investigated the expression of inflammatory mediators at the protein level in postmortem brain tissues. We examined the protein expression of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)α and its receptors (TNFRs) in the brains of AD, HPC, and ND individuals. We found differences in soluble TNFα and TNFR expression between AD and ND groups and between AD and HPC groups. Expression in the temporal cortex was lower in the AD brains than HPC and ND. Our findings indicate that alterations in immunological conditions involving TNFR-mediated signaling are not the primary events initiating AD pathology, such as amyloid plaques and tangle formation. These may be early events occurring along with synaptic and neuronal changes or later events caused by these changes. In this review, we emphasize that elucidating the temporal expression of TNFα signaling molecules during AD is important to understand the selective tuning of these pathways required to develop effective therapeutic strategies for AD.
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Introduction

Are inflammatory alterations a cause or consequence of AD neurodegeneration?

The molecular mechanisms underlying Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathogenesis have not yet been elucidated. Numerous inflammatory mediators have been identified in AD brains but were not detected in non-demented elderly control individuals. This suggests that various inflammatory mechanisms are involved in the process of AD [1-3]. An important role for neuroinflammation in AD pathogenesis is supported by findings that immune receptor genes, including the triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2 (TREM2) and CD33, are associated with AD [4]. Changes in cytokine expression in AD are not restricted to a single cytokine; there are widespread changes in intracellular cytokine signaling networks [5]. Amyloid β (Aβ) deposits, neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), and neuronal degeneration are characteristic of AD and are the most likely sources of inflammation in AD brains [3,4,6]. In contrast, Aβ and Aβ precursor protein (APP) are regulated by cytokines [3,7]. In addition, systemic and peripheral inflammation in the preclinical stage of AD may upregulate neuroinflammation, causing neuronal damage in AD [6-8,10]. The role of cytokines in the pathogenesis of AD beyond their relationship with Aβ has begun to attract attention [7]. Neuroinflammation is now thought to contribute to AD pathogenesis rather than being a consequence of emerging senile plaques, NFTs, and neurodegeneration [4,6]; however, this has not been confirmed [2,4,11,12]. Recent clinical trials for AD treatment based on the amyloid hypothesis have been disappointing, and drug development needs to address the multifactoriality of the disease [13-15]. AD pathogenesis involves neuroinflammation, which includes the production of neurotropic and neurotrophic cytokines [4-6,8]. Our major focus has been to clarify whether neuroinflammation is involved in AD pathogenesis, particularly prior to the onset of overt AD dementia. If peripheral and neural alterations in inflammatory mediators are primary AD pathologic processes that occur before neuronal damage and dementia, then these alterations will provide valuable insights into early diagnosis and therapeutic management of AD [1,16]. Alternatively, the alterations may be secondary responses to AD, occurring in the later symptomatic stages of the disease.

Anti-inflammatory therapies, which are described in detail below, using non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) should prevent cognitive impairment in AD if inflammatory and immunological alterations precede AD dementia. Increasing reports have
demonstrated alterations in the expression of inflammatory mediators in peripheral blood mononuclear cells, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), plasma, and serum of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) individuals [17-23]. MCI is a preclinical stage of AD and represents a transitional period between normal aging and early AD [24]. Recently, Rodriguez-Vieitez et al. [16] detected astrocytic activation by positron emission tomography imaging with 11C-deuterium-L-deprenyl (11C-DED) in asymptomatic carriers of autosomal dominant AD with increasing Aβ-plaque load during disease progression. Such alterations in MCI and asymptomatic carriers of AD suggest that inflammatory events may precede the clinical development of AD [21,23] and that NSAIDs may interrupt or slow the pathological progression of latent AD and thereby prevent the onset of dementia [25]. However, the finding that indomethacin reduces cognitive decline in AD [26], has not been replicated by large-scale, randomized controlled trials. NSAIDs showed no clinical effects on cognitive outcomes in patients with prodromal symptoms or dementia of AD [4,27,28]. Furthermore, NSAID treatment for 1-3 years did not prevent or delay the onset of AD in elderly healthy individuals with a family history of AD, which was investigated by follow-up for 5-7 years after termination of the treatment, according to the Alzheimer’s Disease Anti-Inflammatory Prevention Trial (ADAPT) and follow-up study (ADAPT-FS) [4,29-31]. In contrast, Vlad et al. [32] prospectively assessed the effects on AD risk of NSAID use in subjects aged 50 years and older, free of AD at baseline, and found that long-term (>5 years) NSAID users had a lower risk of AD than non-NSAID users. In addition, retrospective studies have shown that treatment of rheumatoid arthritis with anti-inflammatory medication may reduce the risk of AD [26].

Comparison of Cytokine Expression Levels between AD Patients and Non-demented Individuals with and without AD Pathology

High pathology control (HPC)

It remains to be determined whether inflammatory alterations are the cause or consequence of neurodegeneration that leads to overt AD dementia, and whether anti-inflammatory therapy reduces cognitive impairment in AD patients in very early or preclinical stages. To address this issue, we compared the expression profiles of several cytokines in the temporal cortex of postmortem AD and control individuals [33]. There were two control groups: non-demented patients with increasing AD pathology, referred to as the HPC group, and normal individuals without dementia (ND) group. The ND group was also referred to as the low pathology control (LPC) group. LPC was defined clinically as being non-demented and pathologically as having the Consortium to Establish a Registry for AD (CERAD) neuritic plaque density scores [34] of none or sparse and Thal’s Aβ-phase [35] of 1 or 2, with Braak NFT stage [36] of I, II or III. LPC individuals may meet “low” probability of AD based on the National Institute on Aging (NIA)–Reagan Institute (RI) neuropathological criteria for AD [37], but exhibited no antemortem dementia symptoms. AD was defined clinically as being demented and pathologically as having CERAD neuritic plaque density scores of frequent and Thal’s Aβ-phase of 3, 4 or 5, with Braak NFT stage of V or VI. The AD patients are at the NIA–RI “high” probability of AD.

Our previous study [33] compared data from AD, HPC, and ND (LPC) individuals. The HPC group was defined clinically as being non-demented and pathologically as having CERAD neuritic plaque density scores of moderate or frequent and Thal’s Aβ-phase of 2 or 3, with Braak NFT stage of III or IV. Lue et al. [38,39] isolated HPC individuals that met “intermediate” probability of AD based on the NIA-RI pathological criteria for AD but exhibited no antemortem symptoms to otherwise qualify for the diagnosis of AD [40]. They found that HPC individuals had little or no neocortical or limbic synaptic loss and represented an intermediate subset between AD and LPC individuals [38,39]. To elucidate the role of inflammation in AD and promote the development of new treatments for early AD, data collected from HPC individuals are particularly important. HPC individuals are defined clinically and pathologically, while MCI is defined according to clinical criteria. The pathology of MCI is variable and not restricted to AD [40-42]. Some reports have described MCI as a clinical diagnosis, but the underlying neuropathological findings of amnestic MCI, in particular, are just being defined [43,44]. The temporal expression profiles of cytokines and other inflammatory molecules have been poorly investigated in AD postmortem brain tissues [45-47]. HPC cases have not been used much to study temporal expression profiles of inflammatory molecules involved in pathogenesis of AD, although many elderly people have AD pathological lesions but remain cognitively normal [48,49]. The temporal expression profiles of different kinds of Aβ and phosphorylated tau (p-tau) species have been demonstrated in postmortem brain samples of individuals with AD neuropathologic changes in the absence of cognitive impairment [38,50-53]. We believe that HPC cases represent a more accurate transition between normal aging and early stage AD to investigate whether neuroinflammation is a cause or consequence of neurodegeneration in AD.

The objection to HPC

Some object to the use of HPC individuals as an intermediate subset between AD and ND (LPC) because HPC subset may imply a different pathogenesis from that of AD group. This is because HPC individuals meet the pathological criteria for AD but show no antemortem symptoms of dementia. However, HPC cases are not only intermediate between AD and LPC in terms of Aβ plaques or NFTs, but it is also intermediate in terms of the cortical cholinergic deficits [54-56]. In addition, HPC individuals have a significantly higher prevalence of the apolipoprotein (Apo) E ε4 allele [57] and toxic Aβ oligomers, although they do not bind to the postsynaptic site with the preservation of synaptic integrity [52]. These suggest that HPC would have progressed to AD with dementia if the patients had lived long enough.

Cytokines attracting our attention in AD research

We have previously investigated the expression of the following cytokines [33]: (i) Interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor (TNFα), which are frequently evaluated cytokines in AD [3,58,59], (ii) Other members of the IL-1 superfamily, including IL-1 receptor antagonist, IL-18, and IL-33, which are involved in AD pathogenesis [17,60-65]. In addition, IL-1 is a master regulator of neuroinflammation [59,66], (iii) Anti-inflammatory cytokines, IL-10 and IL-13, which had long been thought to participate in a counter-regulatory or reciprocal mechanism that protects the brain from detrimental proinflammatory mediators, but were recently shown to worsen AD-relevant phenotypes either dependently or independently of involvement of other inflammatory mediators [27,67-70], (iv) IL-16, which is a lymphocyte chemoattractant factor and is correlated with AD [71,72], (v) IL-32, a relatively novel cytokine that promotes the production of TNFα and is involved in AD pathogenesis [73], (vi) IL-8 and monocytic chemotactic protein (MCP)-1, which are CXC and CC
chemokines, respectively, and contribute to AD pathogenesis, shedding light on the development of a new strategy for treating AD with anti-inflammatory agents [4,74,75]. (vii) Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF), a noncognate ligand of CXC chemokine receptors, which has attracted attention in AD research for the role in AD [76]. (viii) Converting enzymes for IL-1β, IL-18 and IL-33, and TNFα; that is, IL-1β-converting enzyme (ICE) and TNFα-converting enzyme (TACE), respectively. (ix) Transforming growth factor (TGF)β1, which is an important factor with beneficial and detrimental effects on AD pathogenesis [27,77,78].

**Evaluation of cytokine mRNA expression profiles in AD, HPC, and ND (LPC)**

We have investigated the cytokine expression profiles in the brain using real-time PCR techniques [33]. Brain tissue samples were obtained from the Banner Sun Health Research Institute (BSHRI) Brain Donation Program [79]. In each sample, mRNA expression levels of each target cytokine were normalized to a reference housekeeping molecule, peptidyl-prolyl isomerase A (PPIA) (target cytokine to reference gene ratio; c/r ratio). In each patient, the normalized value (c/r ratio) was significantly higher in the temporal cortex of AD patients compared to HPC individuals. No cytokines had significantly different mRNA levels in the temporal cortex of AD patients compared to HPC individuals. There were no significant differences in cytokine mRNA expression in the temporal cortex of HPC and ND individuals, or in the cerebellum of AD, HPC, and ND individuals. TNFα mRNA expression was not significantly different in the temporal cortices of AD, HPC, and ND individuals, and was significantly higher in the cerebellum of AD compared to ND individuals [33].

**The protection of the cerebellum against AD pathology**

The cerebellum generally lacks Aβ deposits in the AD brain, despite Aβ production in all brain regions [81]. Synaptic Aβ and p-tau, which finally form senile plaques and NFTs, are lowest in the cerebellum of AD cases [80]. In the cerebellum of AD patients used in our study, only sparse diffuse and cored plaques were observed (Table S1); that is, no typical plaques associated neuritic alterations, NFTs, or glial reactions were found, in agreement with previous findings [82-85]. Plaques were not observed in the cerebellum of HPC or ND individuals (Table S1). Therefore, inflammatory changes linked to AD pathology are very low in the cerebellum of AD patients [84]. However, the mechanisms that protect the cerebellum from AD pathology have not been clearly defined. Regional differences in immune-mediated reactions and pathological changes in the central nervous system (CNS) were proposed to play a role [83,84,86,87].

**The expression profiles of cytokine proteins**

Our previous study [33] has demonstrated the following: (i) cytokine mRNA expression in the temporal cortex, which is vulnerable to AD pathology, is different between AD and HPC individuals but not between HPC and ND individuals; (ii) cytokine mRNA expression is not altered in the cerebellum of AD, HPC, and ND individuals, except TNFα. Cytokine expression in the HPC brain is more similar to ND than AD brains. Our finding that TNFα expression is different in the cerebellum of AD patients may provide the first immunological insights into the protection of the cerebellum from AD pathology. In our study, mRNA transcription levels were measured only in the brain. To confirm our findings, it is important to investigate changes in inflammatory mediators in postmortem brain tissues from AD, HPC, and ND individuals on the protein level. Wood et al. [5] reported differences in mRNA and protein expression of neurotoxic cytokines in the postmortem brain samples of AD patients and controls. We examined the expression of some inflammatory mediators at the protein level, including several proteins in the complement system, TNFα, and its receptors in the brain of AD patients compared to HPC and ND individuals as shown below.

To date, cytokine expression profiles have not been investigated at the protein level in HPC individuals [53]. A limited number of cytokine studies using postmortem brain tissues has focused on protein levels in AD patients compared to those in controls [46,47,88-90], although the findings were inconsistent [18,27]. Wood et al. [5] compared cytokine expression in different brain regions including the entorhinal cortex, amygdala, and superior frontal gyrus in postmortem AD and non-AD control brains. Instead of using HPC brains, they analyzed the expression in these three different brain regions, where AD lesions first appear at Braak NFT stage I–II, III–IV, and V–VI, respectively; therefore, these regions generally show relatively advanced, moderate, and mild AD pathology, respectively, at the time point when the postmortem brains are examined. Carriba et al. [88] demonstrated changes in TNFα signaling components in postmortem brain samples from individuals with no AD histopathological alterations (Braak 0), asymptomatic subjects with some AD histopathological modification (Braak II), and demented AD patients (Braak V and VI). However, they did not include intermediate cases like HPC (Braak III and IV).

**Other Neuroinflammatory Mechanisms Involved in AD Pathogenesis**

**Complement proteins**

Many types of inflammatory mediators are involved in AD pathogenesis [3,4,8,18,58]. The production of complement proteins increases in AD [3]. Using immunohistochemistry, we demonstrated that C1q and the membrane attack complex (MAC) were present in Aβ plaques and tangled neurons in AD brains, whereas limited C1q and MAC immunoreactivity was observed in ND brains [91] (Table S2). In the HPC brain, minor MAC immunoreactivity was observed; however, C1q immunoreactivity was clearly observed in a fraction of Aβ plaques and tangled neurons [91] (Table S2). These findings were confirmed using Western blotting by Lue et al. [39]. Thus, these data suggest that the complement system is noticeably involved in later stages of AD but may be initially activated at earlier stages of the disease.

**CD59**

CD59 is expressed in the brain [92,93]. Decreases in CD59 expression promote MAC formation [94,95]. MAC expression is upregulated in the AD brain [91]. We observed CD59 expression in many neurons in ND brains, while expression almost disappeared in AD brains. In the HPC brain, neurons were partly positive for CD59 (manuscript, in preparation). This indicates an earlier involvement of...
levels under stressful stimuli can potentiate anti-inflammatory effects in the CNS, the chronically elevated GC levels under stressful stimuli can potentiate neuroinflammation and increase the expression of proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1β and TNFα, which in turn activate many signaling pathways, including nuclear factor kappa-B (NF-kB), and microglia function [97,98]. As a result, GCs increase the vulnerability of neurons to numerous chronic stressful events, including metabolic, ischemic, excitotoxic, oxidative, and infectious insults. Thus, the aging process is facilitated in stress-vulnerable neurons in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus, which leads to neuronal death [98-101]. Neuroinflammation is triggered by chronic stress in a GC receptor (GR)-dependent manner, and the reduced expression of hippocampal GRs is associated with an exaggerated response to chronic stress. These data confirm the negative feedback inhibition of hippocampal projections on the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical axis and the consequent elevation and damaging effects of circulating GCs [97,102].

Hippocampal changes arising from chronic stress via the long-term elevation of GC signaling are also evident in AD-associated processes, including aging [8,97]. Indeed, aging human subjects exhibit higher mean diurnal values of GCs, and some subjects with higher GCs later develop AD. Chronic GC administration to aged monkeys and transgenic mouse models of AD increased Aβ pathology and led to memory impairment. These data suggest that excess GCs drive important components of the declining brain function observed in AD and during the aging process [98]. GCs are hormones that are released during the stress response and are well known for their immunosuppressive and anti-inflammatory properties [102]; however, recent studies have uncovered examples of contrasting effects, as observed in adrenalectomized/GC-supplemented rats [103] and a randomized controlled trial of low-dose prednisone in AD patients [104].

Anti-inflammatory Therapy for AD (1)

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)

Aisen et al. [104] suggested that with more limited effects of NSAIDs on inflammation than those of GCs, and without the issue of possible hippocampal toxicity, NSAIDs would be appropriate candidates for clinical trials in AD. Substantial evidence from laboratory and epidemiologic studies has suggested that anti-inflammatory medication, especially NSAIDs, can defer or prevent AD occurrence. However, recent meta-analyses concluded that ADAPT and ADAPT-FS [29,105] did not support the use of NSAIDs for AD prevention among dementia-free individuals. The ADAPT study was designed to evaluate the efficacy of naproxen, a non-selective cyclooxygenase (COX) inhibitor, and celecoxib, a selective COX-2 inhibitor, in treating AD [105]. Many reasons have been proposed for the discrepancies between the findings of observational studies and ADAPT. These include the choice of specific NSAIDs, duration of treatment, ApoE ε4 allele, age, disease stage, and speed of disease progression [27,29,105,106].

NSAIDs reduce neuroinflammation, Aβ levels, AD-like brain pathology, and behavioral impairments in mouse models of AD via several pathways [107-110]. Because upregulated COX-2 is implicated in AD pathogenesis, NSAIDs exert anti-inflammatory effects possibly by blocking COX-2 in the brain [105,111]. NSAIDs may affect Aβ production by suppressing microglial activation or modifying γ-secretase activity, thereby reducing Aβ levels. Furthermore, NSAIDs may reduce β-secretase levels by activating the nuclear receptor peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARY), thereby decreasing Aβ levels [112].

According to Weggen et al. [113], the non-selective COX inhibitors ibuprofen and indomethacin reduced Aβ42 secretion from cultured cells. However, naproxen, which belongs to the same class of drugs as ibuprofen, did not lower Aβ42 levels in culture medium [113] and was associated with increased Aβ pathology [114]. They also reported that SC-560 (a selective COX-1 inhibitor) and celecoxib did not lower Aβ42 secretion, concluding that the capacity of a subset of NSAIDs, including ibuprofen and indomethacin, to reduce Aβ42 levels was independent of COX activity [110,113,115]. COX-2 expressed in neurons may have a neuroprotective function; therefore, COX-2 inhibition may have deleterious consequences in AD treatment trials [58,106,116]. Several COX-2 inhibitors, including celecoxib, were reported to increase Aβ42 levels [115,116]. The selective COX-2 inhibitor rofecoxib possibly accelerated underlying AD neuropathology in individuals with MCI [117]. There was a contrasting outcome where celecoxib use possibly improved cognitive performance in people with relatively mild age-related cognitive complaints, before subclinical neuropathological changes emerged [118]. Conversely, COX-1 highly expressed in microglia has been suggested to be a more appropriate target for anti-inflammatory therapies for AD [58,106,119], as it is associated with a significant reduction in the probability of progression from MCI to AD [120].

Kotilinek et al. [121] proposed a third possible mechanism by which NSAIDs may protect against AD, involving the blockade of a COX-2-mediated prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) response at synapses. This block occurred independently of reductions in Aβ42 or decreases in inflammation.

Inflammation and defective insulin signaling in AD

AD is a multifactorial neurodegenerative disease, and inflammation is an integral part of its pathogenesis [3,8]. A host of comorbid conditions are associated with aging, including metabolic endotoxemia, type 2 diabetes (T2DM), prediabetic hyperglycemia, obesity, dyslipidemia, metabolic syndrome, and chronic disorders of the respiratory and cardiovascular systems. All of these conditions upregulate systemic inflammation [8,122-125]. Inflammation is a basic part of the body’s defense mechanisms against multiple threats [125]; however, the prolonged dysregulation of this system, which can occur during aging, induces the production of neurotoxic proinflammatory cytokines and GCs that promote neuroinflammation and exacerbate neurodegeneration, which ultimately leads to cognitive decline and AD [8]. Compared with younger individuals, older healthy individuals are more likely to suffer profound memory impairments following the neuroinflammatory response to challenging life events [124,126]. These age-related conditions are linked to insulin resistance, which is a condition with chronic low-grade inflammation as an essential pathogenic factor [8,127]. Proinflammatory cytokines can cause
The intracellular action of insulin [128], kinase (PKR), which induced the phosphorylation of eukaryotic reduction of IRS-1pSer reduced amyloid pathology, decreased synapse loss, and improved cognition in transgenic mouse models of AD [150]. Inhibition of soluble TNF signaling prevented pre-plaque AD pathology in 3xTg-AD mice exposed to chronic systemic inflammation [151].

On the other hand, Chakrabarty et al. [152] reported that hippocampal expression of TNFα by transduction of rAAV expressing mouse TNF in APP transgenic TgCRND8 mice induced glial activation, attenuating Aβ plaque formation without causing bystander neurotoxicity. More lines of studies have demonstrated that TNFα protected neurons from Aβ toxicity [153-155] and metabolic-excitotoxic insults [156,157]. The long form of Fas apoptotic inhibitory molecule (FAIM-L) is a Fas antagonist and is expressed exclusively in neurons. FAIM-L expression promoted TNFα-mediated protection against Aβ-induced neuronal death [88].

These findings show that excess TNFα signaling has detrimental and beneficial effects on neurons. This depends on many factors, including the presence or absence of Aβ [143]; aging [158]; the type of TNFR predominantly expressed and activated to trigger downstream signaling pathways [161,159]; downstream intracellular signaling molecules such as NF-kB, CREB-binding protein (CBP), FAIM, and cellular inhibitor of apoptotic protein (cIAP), which are predominantly recruited when TNFα binds to its receptors [88,153,155,160,161]; the balance of soluble and transmembrane forms of TNFα [162]; the presence of soluble TNFRs (sTNFRs) to neutralize or decrease TNFα signal [159-161]; cell type and activation state; intraand extra-cellular environments; inflammatory milieu [163,164]; and crosstalk between glutamate receptors and their signaling pathways [148,165,166].

**TNFα levels in AD**

Several cytokines including TNFα are expressed in a disease progression-dependent manner; that is, they increased steadily or peaked when MCI progressed to AD, and therefore, may represent suitable molecules for disease prediction [27]. In a literature review, Brosseron et al. [18] analyzed the expression of 66 cytokines in the serum, plasma and CSF of AD and MCI individuals compared to normal control subjects. They reported inconsistent TNFα levels in serum, plasma, and CSF of AD and MCI individuals. TNFα expression was upregulated, downregulated, or not regulated in the reviewed studies. In the recent meta-analysis, no significant differences in TNFα secretion of TNFα [144,145]. It remains unclear whether microglial and astrocytic responses are protective or deleterious [5,58]. Moreover, TNFα is implicated in neuronal death in AD [88,146]. TNFα signaling enhances Aβ production and Aβ- and glutamate-induced neurotoxicity [134,147-149]. Wood et al. [5] revealed that TNFα was a potent inducer of neuronal death and reduced neuronal viability in vitro, when applied either alone or together with Aβ. Janelins et al. [143] demonstrated that TNFα expression for 4 months specifically in hippocampal neurons of triple-transgenic AD (3xTg-AD) mice by a recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) expressing human TNFα enhanced intracellular levels of Aβ as well as microglial activation. More prolonged expression for 10 months induced extensive microglial activation, pro-apoptotic signaling cascades, and neuronal death, accompanied with reduction in extracellular Aβ plaque load. This indicates that chronic, neuron-specific TNFα expression induced neuronal death where the coincident expression of the pathogenic transgene products of 3xTg-AD mouse neurons was required. Several anti-TNFα biologic medications have attenuated Aβ deposition, behavioral impairments, and inflammation in AD animal models [27].

Inhibiting TNFα signal reduces Aβ generation and plaque formation, and it prevented learning and memory deficits in APP23 transgenic mice [150]. Inhibition of soluble TNF signaling prevented pre-plaque AD pathology in 3xTg-AD mice exposed to chronic systemic inflammation [151].

**Involvement of TNFα in AD Pathogenesis**

**The mechanisms of its dual function**

TNFα is centrally involved in the pathogenesis of AD [140-142] and is one of the most investigated cytokines in the CNS [18]. Astrocytes and microglia are classically believed to serve as the predominant sources of TNFα in the CNS. Furthermore, neurons express this cytokine in pathological states in the CNS [143].

TNFα signals exert bidirectional effects of being supportive and harmful to neuronal function [3]. TNFα is associated with Aβ plaque formation [142]. Aβ in plaques stimulates microglial and astrocytic transcription factors binding to specific regions in the TNFα promoter, leading to increased TNFα production [143]. These results support research into the repurposing of diabetes drugs for brain insulin resistance [7]. Numerous epidemiological, clinical, and experimental studies have strengthened the link between T2DM and AD. Several pathological features, including insulin resistance, disrupted insulin signaling, and inflammation, appear to be shared by patients with T2DM and AD [123,125]. Bomfim et al. [128] demonstrated that mechanisms analogous to those that account for peripheral insulin resistance in patients with T2DM underlay the impaired insulin signaling and neuronal dysfunction in the brains of AD patients. Aβ oligomers (AβOs), synaptotoxins that accumulate in AD brains, impaired neuronal insulin signaling via activation of TNFα and stress-related kinases, including the IκB kinase (IKK), c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), and double-stranded RNA-dependent protein kinase (PKR), which induced the phosphorylation of eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2α (eIF2α) and caused serine phosphorylation of insulin receptor substrate (IRS)-1 (IRS-1pSer), while inhibiting the physiological tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-1 (IRS-1pTyr). IRS-1pSer, but not IRS-1pTyr, interfered with the ability of IRS-1 to engage in insulin receptor (IR) signaling, thus blocking the intracellular action of insulin [128]. The phosphorylation of IRS-1 at tyrosine residues is required for insulin-stimulated responses, whereas the phosphorylation of IRS-1 at multiple serine residues causes a reduced insulin response that is consistent with insulin resistance [129]. Insulin signaling is generally involved in brain glucose uptake and utilization, energy production, neuronal survival, synaptic plasticity, gene expression, and learning and memory [130-132].

Interestingly, the induction of IRS-1pSer by AβOs in neurons was blocked by infliximab, a TNFα neutralizing antibody, and exendin-4 (exenatide), a novel anti-diabetic drug that activates insulin signaling through stimulation of glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) receptors. The reduction of IRS-1pSer reduced amyloid pathology, decreased synapse loss, and improved cognition in transgenic mouse models of AD [128,133]. These results were confirmed by PKR and TNF receptor (TNFR) knockout mice [134]. The enzyme dipetidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4) degrades endogenous GLP-1, and DPP-4 inhibitors attenuated Aβ-induced cytokite in vitro [7,135]. These results support research into the repurposing of diabetes drugs for brain insulin resistance in AD [7,124,129]. Notably, insulin prevented the increase in IRS-1pSer induced by AβOs [128], and intranasally administered insulin improved cognition in individuals with MCI and early-stage AD [7,136].

Talbot et al. [137] demonstrated that the AD brain exhibited reduced response to insulin signaling in the IR/IRS-1/phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt pathway. This reduced insulin response may lead to increased glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3) activity, which is involved in the hyperphosphorylation of tau, Aβ production, neuroinflammation, glial activation, apoptotic neuronal death, and memory impairment in AD [7,129,138,139].

The enzyme dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4) degrades endogenous GLP-1, and DPP-4 inhibitors attenuated Aβ-induced cytokite in vitro [7,135]. These results support research into the repurposing of diabetes drugs for brain insulin resistance in AD [7,124,129]. Notably, insulin prevented the increase in IRS-1pSer induced by AβOs [128], and intranasally administered insulin improved cognition in individuals with MCI and early-stage AD [7,136].
levels were found between MCI and healthy control subjects [167]. TNFα expression in the AD brain generally seems to be upregulated [5,142,147], although some reports have demonstrated its decline in AD [46,168].

**TNFα-converting enzyme (TACE)**

TNFα is produced as a membrane-bound precursor molecule (mTNFα) of 26 kDa, which is cleaved by TACE to produce a soluble 17 kDa mature cytokine (sTNFα) [142]. Both forms of TNFα are active and have distinct biological activities [169]. It was reported that TACE is the α-secretase responsible for the majority of regulated α-cleavage of APP, suggesting that alterations in TACE activity during aging may contribute to A β formation [170]. The two types of TNFRs are also thought to be substrates of TACE, which cleaves TNFRs, releasing sTNFRs that regulate TNFα signaling by shedding of cell surface TNFRs [171]. Jiang et al. [172] reported elevated TACE and sTNFRs levels in the CSF of MCI and AD patients. Kim et al. [173] showed that TACE inhibition mitigated the effects of TNFα in the AD brain.

**Our data on TNFα protein levels in AD, HPC and ND (LPC)**

In this section, we present our data on TNFα expression normalized to glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and β-actin, in the AD brain. These were compared to levels in the brain of HPC and ND individuals. Expression was measured in the temporal cortices and cerebella of autopsied brain samples from five AD patients, and five age and gender-matched HPC and ND individuals each. The demographic characteristics were similar to those shown in Table S1. Brain samples were provided by the BSHRI brain bank. The postmortem intervals (PMIs) averaged less than 4 hrs.

**Figure 1:** TNFα protein levels in the temporal cortex and cerebellum of the AD, HPC and ND Brain. (A) Representative images of soluble TNFα (sTNFα) and transmembrane TNFα (mTNFα) protein bands at approximately 26 kDa and 17 kDa, respectively, from Western blots. T: Temporal cortex; C: Cerebellum; GAPDH: Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. (B) Densitometry analysis of sTNFα and mTNFα protein expression in the AD, HPC and ND brain. Data on the protein levels of sTNFα and mTNFα were normalized to GAPDH. Subsequently, the normalized data of AD and HPC groups were compared with ND group, and expressed as relative expression levels, where the data on ND were set as 100%. Values are expressed as the mean ± S.D. of the relative expression levels. n=5, p<0.05 by Kruskal–Wallis non-parametric analysis with Steel–Dwass post-testing.
Mature sTNFa and precursor mTNFa were recognized with the anti-TNFa antibody (R&D Systems, AF210NA) as positive bands at approximately 17 kDa and 26 kDa [174], respectively, on Western blots (Figure 1). The expression of sTNFa differed significantly in the cerebellum as well as in the temporal cortex of AD, HPC, and ND individuals. Differences were observed between the AD and ND groups (AD<ND) and the AD and HPC groups (AD>HPC) in the temporal cortex, and between the AD and ND groups (AD>ND) in the cerebellum (p<0.05; Kruskal–Wallis non-parametric analysis with Steel–Dwass post-testing). No significant differences in sTNFa levels were observed between the HPC and ND groups. There were no significant differences in mTNFa levels across the three individual groups (Figure 1).

Our data indicate that TNFa protein expression was lower, not higher, in the vulnerable temporal cortex of AD patients compared to HPC or ND individuals. Previous findings regarding TNFa expression in the AD brain have been inconsistent. Lanzein et al. [46] reported its decrease in AD. Differences have also been reported between gene and protein expression [5]. The discrepancy between TNFa mRNA expression and protein expression, particularly in the vulnerable temporal cortex, needs further investigation in more postmortem brain samples. The different levels of sTNFa and mTNFa proteins may be explained by different levels of TACE. TACE levels were reported to increase in AD and MCI individuals and were significantly higher in MCI than in AD [172]. We observed that TACE mRNA expression increased in AD [33].

TNF Receptors (TNFRs) in AD Pathogenesis

Each TNFR has a dual function

The biological effects of TNFa are exerted by its binding to TNFR type 1 (TNFR1) and TNFR type 2 (TNFR2) [159]. TNFR1 is responsible for the majority of biologic actions of sTNFa [174]. TNFR2 can only be fully activated by mTNFa, but not sTNFa [161].

The main receptor for TNFa, TNFR1 can trigger two signaling pathways, leading to survival and death. Survival signaling begins with complex I formation, consisting of TNFR1, TNFR-associated death domain protein (TRADD), receptor-interacting protein 1 (RIP1) and TNFR-associated factor 2 (TRAF2), followed by the activation of NF-kB, which leads to the transcriptional activation of pro-survival genes, localized in neurons, thereby function of TNFR2. TNF α can signal through TNFR2 that lacks a

death domain, recruiting TRAF2, TRAF1, and cIAP1/2, and activating the JNK/c-Jun pathway, which stimulates pro-apoptosis gene expression, although JNK can also inhibit induction of apoptosis by TNFa [178]. Signaling through the TNFR2 pathway is thought to play protective roles in several disorders, including neurodegenerative disorders. In contrast, several mechanisms can account for TNFR2-mediated apoptosis [160].

Signaling pathways initiated by TNFRs may either cooperate or counterbalance each other [159]. TNFa binds to TNFR1 and TNFR2, generally relying on TNFR2 for survival and on TNFR1 for apoptosis. However, research has shown some degree of overlap in the function of the two receptors. It is not always true that TNFR1 functions for apoptosis while TNFR2 for survival. As described above, many factors can affect TNFR1 versus TNFR2 signaling [160].

Of interest, TNFRs can have counteracting functions, at least in neural tissues [161]. Fontaine et al. [179] demonstrated that, in a mouse model of retinal ischemia, TNFR1 contributed to cell death, whereas TNFR2 promoted cell protection dependent on Akt/protein kinase B (PKB) pathway. Marchetti et al. [166] demonstrated that TNFR2-mediated neuroprotection against glutamate-induced excitotoxicity was exerted by persistent activation of NF-kB in a PI3K-dependent manner. This was counterbalanced by the action of TNFR1, which only induced rapid but transient NF-kB activation, leading to cell death. These results strongly suggest that anti-TNF therapies could be made successful if they selectively target TNFR1 signaling by efficient neutralization of sTNFa without eliciting collateral damage to TNFR2-dependent processes [162].

The role of TNFRs in mouse models of AD

Mice that globally lack both TNFRs showed exacerbation of excitotoxic and ischemic neuronal injuries accompanied by a reduced response of microglia to excitotoxins and ischemia, indicating a neuroprotective role of TNF α signaling [180]. Long-term, global ablation of both TNFRs in all cell types in 3xTg-AD mice exhibited enhanced amyloid and tau-related AD pathology and reduced Aβ phagocytic activity of microglia, arguing against the long-term use of pan-anti-TNFa inhibitors for treating AD [181].

Detrimental and neuroprotective roles have been reported for TNFa signaling, illustrating the complexity of these signaling pathways [163]. TNFR1 deletion in APP23 transgenic mice reduced Aβ generation, lessened neuronal loss, and alleviated Aβ-related learning and memory deficits [150]. Deletion of TNFR2 in APP23 transgenic mice increased Aβ production, plaque formation, and microglial activation [182]. These two reports suggest that the two TNFRs have opposite contributions to AD pathology.

Montgomery et al. [163] demonstrated that rAAV2 vector-mediated neuron-selective knockdown of TNFR2, but not TNFR1 or TNFR1 + 2, in 3xTg-AD mice led to a significantly dramatic enhancement of Aβ42 plaque deposition in a stage-dependent manner. This suggests the following: (i) the signaling dichotomy between TNFR1 and TNFR2 also exists in disease; (ii) unopposed neuron-specific TNFR1 signaling at later stages of disease, when TNFR2 has been selectively down-regulated, increases the severity of AD pathogenesis; and (iii) TNFR2 exerts protective action that may be required to counteract TNFR1 signaling, emphasizing the need for strategies that more selectively modulate TNFa signaling in specific cell types and at different stages of disease.
Our data on TNF receptor levels in AD, HPC and ND (LPC)

We demonstrated that expression of cytokines including sTNFA in the HPC brain was closer to ND than AD brains. We next compared TNFR1 and TNFR2 expression in the brains of AD patients and compared this to HPC and ND brains. This study used postmortem tissue samples from the vulnerable temporal cortex and resistant cerebellum of ten AD patients and ten age and gender-matched HPC and ND individuals each. Demographic characteristics were similar to those shown in Table S1. The brain samples were provided by the BSHRI brain bank. PMIs averaged less than 4 hrs. The anti-TNFR1 (Gene Tex, GTX27630) and anti-TNFR2 (Cell Signaling, 3727) antibodies were used for Western blot analyses. TNFR protein levels in vulnerable brain areas, including the frontal and temporal cortices and the hippocampus of AD and ND individuals have already been reported using autopsied human tissues [183,184]. However, they did not use brain samples of HPC subjects. It is important to examine TNFR expression in the HPC brain to determine whether TNFR-mediated signaling primarily contributes to AD pathology prior to the manifestation of overt dementia, or is only a secondary response to AD pathology at later stages. To normalize the expression levels of target proteins, we used GAPDH and β-actin. In addition, the data normalized with GAPDH and β-actin were compared to data normalized with two neuronal cell body markers, neuron specific enolase and class III β-tubulin, as TNFR1 and TNFR2 are mainly expressed in neurons in the CNS [183,184]. All normalized data showed the same trend, unless otherwise stated.

![Figure 2](image_url): Protein levels of TNFR1 and TNFR2 in the temporal cortex and cerebellum of the AD, HPC and ND brain. (A) Representative images of TNFR1 and TNFR2 protein bands at approximately 55 kDa and 75 kDa, respectively, from Western blots. GAPDH: glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. (B) Densitometry analysis of the two TNFR proteins in the temporal cortex and cerebellum of the AD, HPC and ND brain. Data on the protein levels of TNFR1 and TNFR2 were normalized to GAPDH. Subsequently, the normalized data of AD and HPC groups were compared with ND group, and expressed as relative expression levels, where the data on ND were set as 100%. Values are expressed as the mean ± S.D. of the relative expression levels. n=10, *p<0.05 by Kruskal–Wallis non-parametric analysis with Steel–Dwass post-testing.
TNFR1 and TNFR2 were detected as single bands at approximately 55 kDa and 75 kDa, respectively (Figure 2). In the temporal cortex, densitometric analyses revealed that the expression levels of TNFR1 and TNFR2 were significantly different between the AD and HPC groups (AD>HPC) and the AD and ND groups (AD<ND) (p<0.05; Kruskal–Wallis non-parametric analysis with Steel–Dwass post-testing). No significant differences in the expression levels of both TNFRs were observed between the HPC and ND groups. In the cerebellum, there were no significant differences across the three groups. Our data indicate the following: (i) the expression levels of both TNFRs in the HPC group were closer to those in ND group than AD group in the temporal cortex; (ii) the expression levels of both TNFRs were lowest in the AD group in the temporal cortex; and (iii) both TNFR expression did not differ across the three groups in the cerebellum.

Our study is the first to investigate TNFR protein expression in HPC cases. We demonstrated lower levels of both TNFRs in AD, but not HPC individuals, compared to ND individuals. This means that alterations in immunological conditions involving TNFR signaling are not the primary events initiating AD pathological changes such as Aβ plaque and NFT formation but may be either early events occurring along with synaptic and neuronal changes or later events occurring as a secondary response to synaptic loss and neuronal death. As shown in Figure 2, TNFR protein levels may have tended to be elevated in HPC individuals compared to individuals with AD and ND, suggesting that TNFR signaling may play a role in the HPC stage, although this was not statistically significant. To validate our data, temporal expression patterns in ND, HPC, early stage of AD (Braak III–IV), and late stage of AD (Braak V–VI) need to be investigated. This was partly conducted by Carriba et al. [88] and González et al. [185], but these studies did not investigate HPC brains. Culpan et al. [184] demonstrated in their Figure 2 that levels of TNFR1 were lower in AD brains than control brains, and the differences were greater in the frontal cortex than the temporal cortex and hippocampus. In the study by Cheng et al. [183], TNFR1 protein levels were higher in the frontal tissues of AD brains compared to ND brains, and TNFR2 protein levels were lower in the frontal tissues of AD brains compared to ND brains. The discrepancy between our data and the data of Cheng et al. [183] may partly be explained by the fact that their AD cases were chosen randomly from the BSHRI brain bank and therefore were likely to be a mixture of Thal’s Aβ-phase 4 or less, Braak NFT stage III–IV) and high (Thal’s Aβ-phase 5, Braak NFT stage V–VI) AD pathology, while our AD cases were all high and our HPC cases were all intermediate based on the NIA–RI criteria for AD [37]. TNFR2 protein expression was not different in cerebellum of AD brains compared to ND brains in our study. Therefore, the cerebellum may not be protected from AD pathology solely by TNF-α binding to TNFR2 as a survival signal.

**Anti-inflammatory Therapy for AD (2)**

**TNFa as a potential target for AD therapy**

There are many therapeutic targets in the neuroinflammation-related pathological processes leading to AD. These include cytokines, the complement system, GCS, IR signaling, glial activation, and other inflammatory mediators. Therefore, a multicomponent treatment approach (polypharmacy) may be required [8]. In each component of polypharmacy, strategies need to be developed to more selectively modulate immune signaling in specific cell types and at different disease stages [27].

TNFa is associated with pathological mechanisms that participate in neurotoxicity and neuronal damage in AD, implicating anti-TNF-α agents in AD therapy [4,5,8,27,141,147,160,162]. However, it is unclear whether TNFa signaling is toxic or trophic in AD pathological processes. Nonetheless, we expect anti-TNFa agents to be effective against AD [141,147]. Furthermore, given the restricted cellular distribution of TNFR2 in contrast with the widespread expression of TNFR1, the possibility of specifically targeting TNFR2 has emerged as a safer and more efficient therapeutic approach [160], although anti-TNFa therapies selectively targeting TNFR1 signaling have also been considered [162].

Anti-TNFa agents, including infliximab and etanercept, have been developed to specifically inhibit TNFa [141,147,162]. Intracerebroventricular infusion of infliximab, a murine–human chimeric bivalent anti-TNFa monoclonal antibody, in AD transgenic mice reduced the number of amyloid plaques [125]. Cognitive improvement was also reported in a woman with AD after intrathecal administration of infliximab [186].

Etanercept is a recombinant dimeric fusion protein comprising the extracellular ligand-binding portions of soluble human TNFR2 linked to the Fc fragment of human IgG1. It binds to mTNFa and trimeric sTNFa, and inhibits signaling through both TNFRs [27,162,187]. In 2006, a six-month, prospective, open-label, single-center, phase II pilot study investigated the effectiveness of perispinal etanercept injections in 15 patients with mild-to-severe AD. The author reported a significantly rapid and sustained cognitive improvement [147], which has been confirmed by other studies [188,189]. Furthermore, some AD patients treated perispinally with etanercept for more than five years exhibited sustained clinical improvement [187]. However, the effects of perispinal etanercept have not been supported by randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled studies on AD patients who were given peripherally (subcutaneously)-delivered etanercept [147,190]. Neither etanercept nor infliximab crosses the blood–brain barrier, thus requiring invasive forms of central administration [125].

Non-specific inhibitors of TNFa, such as thalidomide and minocycline, have been tested in AD treatment [7,191–193].

Blocking all effects of TNFa by anti-TNFa treatment can be counter-productive. A more effective therapeutic approach is the selective blocking of TNFa signaling: therefore, specifically targeting TNFR1 or TNFR2 as a new therapeutic approach is now being considered [160,194,195].

**Conclusions**

Increasing evidence suggests that inflammatory mediators, including TNFa and its receptors, are involved in the pathogenesis of AD. However, findings regarding their function and expression in AD have been inconsistent. NSAIDs may provoke the contrasting effects of neuroinflammatory molecules at different stages of AD pathogenesis. Different AD stages may have different detrimental and protective factors. These illustrate the complexity of signaling pathways in the CNS, where neuroinflammatory signaling leads to either protective or detrimental outcomes, depending on a variety of conditions. To better define signaling mechanisms and therapeutic strategies for AD, temporal expression profiles of signaling molecules need to be elucidated in ND (LPC), HPC, early stage AD, and late stage AD brains. Expression also needs to be compared between vulnerable and resistant brain areas.
Very recently selective amplification of regulatory T cells by low-dose IL-2 treatment was shown to increase the number of plaque-associated microglia and restore cognitive function in APP/PS transgenic mice [196]. To date, the role of IL-2 in AD has poorly been discussed [1-5].
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